“CHILE PROPIETARIO”

Chile Propietario, is a national regularization and sanitation program for smallscale property promoted by the Ministry of National Assets and led by
Undersecretary Alejandra Bravo.
When a property (whether a property or land) is not regularized, its occupants
cannot access state benefits such as subsidies, sanitation, credit for farmers,
among others. In this situation, regularization is a process for them to obtain a
title deed that shows that people own their property.
Undersecretary Alejandra Bravo focuses her administration, taking as her
strategic focus the Modernization of the State promoted by the Government of
President Sebastián Piñera, so that families can obtain their title deeds as soon
as possible since the process begins.
This is a Presidential mandate: regularize the property of many families,
especially rural and vulnerable families, so they can apply for public benefits to
improve their quality of life. Without your Domain Title you cannot do it.
It is also important to highlight the agreements with the National Indigenous
Corporation (CONADI) to achieve sanitation of the properties of indigenous
peoples. In fact, the macro zone of the indigenous people of Araucanía and the
Metropolitan Region are the zones with greater number of people waiting for
their titles of dominion.
There are folders that await the regularization of the property for several years.
This is mainly because there is a delay in the stage of geomensura or
measurement of territories and properties, for this reason the authority, in the
context of the aforementioned Modernization of the State, is negotiating

mutual collaboration agreements with important Universities to have a greater
number of specialized professionals in this area.
This will allow having geomensores who will do this process for families, which
will be supervised by professionals of National Assets Ministry. On the other
hand, the professionals of these universities will be able to perform a
tremendous amount of work in the field that will contribute, among other
things, values and social commitment.

